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Coronavirus Testing: 
 
Zoono's core Microbe Shield surface sanitiser and 
Zoono 24 hour hand sanitiser products have already 
been proven to be successful against a feline 
coronavirus surrogate, but Zoono said today Microbe 
Shield has now been successfully tested against a 
human version of the coronavirus named 229 - While 
this is not the strain that causes COVID-19, it's in the 
same family of viruses 
 
Unlike most conventional sanitisers, Zoono's products 
don't rely on poison to kill bacteria but rather bond to 
any surface and attract and then destroy bacteria and 
pathogens. 
 
This means the bacteria cannot build up immunity to 
Zoono's products, and the sanitisers are safe for 
humans and animals alike. 

 

BOEING: 
After extensive testing, Boeing is now using 
ZOONO®’s Long-lasting Surface Protectant on 
airlines globally! 
 
Why choose ZOONO? 
- ZOONO Microbe Shield is designed to complement 
current best hygienic practices and extend the 
hygienic state of surfaces day after day. 
- It can be used as a final bacteriostatic finish on 
surfaces to impart long-lasting antimicrobial 
protection. 
- Water-Based formula. 
- Non-Staining. 
- Odourless. 

  

 

Microsoft  
Zoono has struck a major supply deal with tech giant Microsoft to ship its sanitisers to Microsoft's office network - 
Microsoft has already purchased an initial order of Zoono sanitiser products for its Redmond campus in 
Washington, which is made up of 235 buildings and 53,500 staff. 
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Imperial College RNA sampling studySince September 2020, Imperial College London has run monthly tests for all virus variants on the transport network. Sampling has taken place at a variety of stations and on buses and trains — with the locations changing for each round — and swabs taken from heavily touched areas and air tested for any airborne traces. None of the tests have found any traces of the virus.
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